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Abstract
Modern warehouse-scale computers (WSCs) are being out-
fitted with accelerators to provide the significant compute
required by emerging intelligent personal assistant (IPA)
workloads such as voice recognition, image classification,
and natural language processing. It is well known that the
diurnal user access pattern of user-facing services provides a
strong incentive to co-locate applications for better accelera-
tor utilization and efficiency, and prior work has focused on
enabling co-location on multicore processors. However, in-
terference when co-locating applications on non-preemptive
accelerators is fundamentally different than contention on
multi-core CPUs and introduces a new set of challenges to
reduce QoS violation.

To address this open problem, we first identify the un-
derlying causes for QoS violation in accelerator-outfitted
servers. Our experiments show that queuing delay for the
compute resources and PCI-e bandwidth contention for data
transfer are the main two factors that contribute to the long
tails of user-facing applications. We then present Baymax,
a runtime system that orchestrates the execution of compute
tasks from different applications and mitigates PCI-e band-
width contention to deliver the required QoS for user-facing
applications and increase the accelerator utilization. Using
DjiNN, a deep neural network service, Sirius, an end-to-end
IPA workload, and traditional applications on a Nvidia K40
GPU, our evaluation shows that Baymax improves the ac-
celerator utilization by 91.3% while achieving the desired
99%-ile latency target for for user-facing applications. In
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fact, Baymax reduces the 99%-ile latency of user-facing ap-
plications by up to 195x over default execution.

Keywords scheduling; quality of service; warehouse scale
computers; non-preemptive accelerators

1. Introduction
Emerging intelligent personal assistant (IPA) workloads in-
cluding speech recognition [1, 2], image classification [3],
face recognition [4] and natural language processing [5, 6]
have recently gained tremendous momentum. Several ma-
jor Internet-service companies including Google [7], Mi-
crosoft [8], Apple [9] and Baidu [10] have all released their
IPA services providing a wide range of features. Compared
to traditional warehouse scale computer (WSC) applications
such as web-search, IPA applications are significantly more
computationally demanding [11].

Accelerators, such as GPUs, ASICs and FPGAs, have
been shown to be particularly suitable for these IPA ap-
plications from both performance and total cost of owner-
ship (TCO) perspectives [11]. Therefore, to satisfy the ever-
growing user demand at a low cost, datacenters have re-
cently adopted accelerator-outfitted servers for these appli-
cations [12, 13]. Meanwhile, since these IPA services gen-
erally experience diurnal pattern [14, 15] (leaving the ac-
celerator resources under-utilized for most of the time ex-
cept peak hours), it is more cost efficient to co-locate user-
facing applications and throughput-oriented applications on
accelerators. However, accelerator sharing introduces vary-
ing amount of performance interference between co-located
applications, and thus poses critical challenges for guaran-
teeing that user-facing applications can meet their quality of
service targets.

There has been a significant amount of prior work rec-
ognizing the importance, and addressing the problem, of
contention due to co-locations to enforce quality of service

1 Work was conducted as a postdoc fellow of Clarity Lab at the University
of Michigan.
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Figure 1: Interference between co-located applications on a
CMP server and an accelerator-outfitted server. Interference
on a traditional server is mainly due to cache and mem-
ory bandwidth contention. Interference on an accelerator-
outfitted server is caused by both queuing delay for process-
ing elements and PCI-e bandwidth contention.

(QoS) and maximize utilization. However, because tradi-
tional datacenter servers use only commodity general pur-
pose processors, these researches have focused exclusively
on techniques to predict the QoS interference among co-
located applications on multi-core processors [16–22] and
simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) processors [23]. These
solutions are not adequate for the emerging generation of
datacenter architectures that have introduced accelerators as
a key element of their design.

Figure 1 compares the performance interference between
co-located applications on traditional multicore servers and
accelerator-outfitted servers. While performance interfer-
ence on traditional servers is mainly due to cache and mem-
ory bandwidth contention [18, 20, 23], we discover that the
performance interference on accelerator-outfitted servers is
often caused by queuing delay and PCI-e bandwidth con-
tention. Together they can cause as much as 195x slowdown
in terms of the 99%-ile latency for user-facing applications.
As shown in Figure 1(b), when a compute task is running on
a non-preemptive accelerator, all the following tasks have to
wait for its completion before they can get executed. This
mechanism introduces severe queuing delay to user-facing
services. In addition, the co-located applications contend for
the PCI-e bandwidth to transfer data between the host mem-
ory and the accelerator memory. The prior techniques based
on shared resource contention (e.g., contention on shared
cache and memory bandwidth) cannot be applied to this
class of non-preemptive hardware that has distinctive data
transfer phases.

This paper aims to improve the utilization of accelera-
tor hardware while guaranteeing the required QoS target of
user-facing time-sensitive applications in WSCs. We find
that four main factors affect the queuing delay and data
transfer latency and thus the end-to-end latency of user-
facing applications. These factors include the number of
tasks in a user-facing query that indicates how many tasks
could be delayed, the task execution order that decides which
tasks may cause the delay for each user-facing task, the dura-
tion and occupancy of throughput-oriented tasks that impact
the queuing delay of each task in a user-facing query, as well

as the PCI-e bandwidth contention that affects data transfer
rate between host memory and accelerator memory.

Because key factors such as the task execution order and
PCI-e bandwidth contention may change during runtime,
an offline solution is not adequate. A runtime system that
can dynamically monitor the accelerator and PCI-e bus, and
schedule tasks accordingly is needed to maximize acceler-
ator utilization while satisfying QoS of user-facing appli-
cations. To this end, we propose Baymax, a runtime sys-
tem composed of two parts: a task duration predictor and a
task re-ordering engine. The task duration predictor lever-
ages novel models to predict the duration of tasks across dif-
ferent inputs. The task re-ordering engine then intercepts and
analyzes task launching function calls before passing control
to the accelerator. Based on the precisely predicted task du-
ration, Baymax re-orders compute tasks issued to the accel-
erator. Meanwhile, Baymax limits the number of concurrent
active data transfer tasks to mitigate PCI-e bandwidth con-
tention. By reordering tasks and managing PCI-e bandwidth,
Baymax guarantees that QoS of user-facing applications is
always satisfied regardless of the order of tasks issued by
applications.

To the best of our knowledge, Baymax is the first work
that improves the utilization of non-preemptive accelerators
while guaranteeing the QoS of user-facing applications on
real systems. Specifically, this paper makes the following
contributions:

1. Comprehensive analysis of QoS violation on non-
preemptive accelerators - We identify four key factors
that significantly affect the end-to-end latency of user-
facing applications when they are co-located with other
applications. The analysis motivates the design of a task
re-ordering system based on precisely predicted task du-
ration for accelerator co-locations.

2. Design of online task duration prediction models - We
establish accurate and low-overhead models to estimate
the duration of tasks on accelerators.

3. Design of a task re-ordering mechanism to manage
accelerator tasks - We design a task re-ordering mech-
anism that intercepts and re-orders task invocations from
both user-facing and throughput-oriented applications.
The mechanism trades off QoS headroom of user-facing
applications for increased accelerator utilization while
guaranteeing the satisfactory QoS.

4. Design of an online mechanism to mitigate PCI-e
bandwidth contention - We design a mechanism that
monitors the realtime data transfer pressure on PCI-e bus
and mitigates PCI-e bandwidth contention to eliminate
QoS violation.

We implement Baymax runtime system combining all the
above techniques. Our evaluation using Nvidia K40 GPU
demonstrates that Baymax can greatly increase the utiliza-
tion of accelerators by 91.3% while guaranteeing the 99%-
ile latency of user-facing applications within the QoS target.
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Compared with the default scheduling, Baymax reduces the
tail latency of user-facing applications by up to 195x when
co-located with throughput-oriented applications.

2. Understanding Performance Interference
on Non-Preemptive Accelerators

We refer to accelerators that do not support context switch-
ing during kernel execution (such as ASICs, FPGAs and
GPUs) as non-preemtive. In this section, we seek to answer
the following research questions.
• Is there serious performance interference for user-facing

applications when co-located with throughput-oriented
applications on non-preemptive accelerators?

• What are the root causes of long tail latency when a user-
facing application is co-located with other throughput-
oriented applications?

• What can we do to improve the accelerator utilization
while guaranteeing that user-facing applications achieve
the desired QoS for tail latency?

2.1 Real System Setup
We use the GPU as our non-preemptive accelerator platform
throughout this work. Our real system study uses both user-
facing applications and throughput-oriented applications.
User-facing applications, such as emerging IPA application
Sirius [11] and deep neural network service DjiNN [24],
run as permanent services on the accelerator, accepting user
queries and returning the results with stringent QoS require-
ment. Throughput-oriented applications on the other hand do
not have QoS requirement but only require high throughput.
Both user-facing applications and throughput-oriented appli-
cations consist of various number of tasks (kernels and mem-
cpy tasks1), and the duration of each task also varies across
applications. In this experiment, multiple user-facing appli-
cations and throughput-oriented applications submit kernels
and memcpy requests to GPU simultaneously. The details on
the platform and benchmarks can be found in Section 7.1.

2.2 Long Tail Latency and Low Utilization
Interference between co-located applications often incurs
long tail latency for user-facing applications. Figure 2 shows
the QoS violation when a user-facing application is co-
located with throughput-oriented applications on a Nvidia
K40 GPU. In the figure, the x-axis indicates the combina-
tion of user-facing application and throughput-oriented ap-
plication, and the y-axis shows the 99%-ile latency of the
user-facing applications normalized to its QoS target (150
milliseconds [15, 25]). The left part of the figure and the
right part (shadowed part) of the figure show the results
when a user-facing application is co-located with compute
intensive throughput-oriented applications and PCI-e inten-
sive throughput-oriented applications, respectively.

1 A task that runs on processing elements is refer as a kernel and a task that
transfers data through PCI-e bus is refer as a memcpy task.

MPS (Multi-Process Service) scheduling [26] enables
concurrent sharing of a GPU among multiple applications.
As shown in Figure 2(a), the 99%-ile latency of user-facing
queries in 40 out of the 88 co-locations is much larger than
the expected QoS target with default MPS scheduling. The
99%-ile latency of user-facing applications is 10.8x of the
QoS target on average and up to 195.9x in the worst case.

Priority-based scheduling [27] used in TimeGraph [28]
and GPUSync [29] for improving performance of realtime
kernels on accelerators executes high priority kernels first
if multiple kernels are ready to run. Adopting priority-based
scheduling, as shown in Figure 2(b), user-facing applications
in 33 out of the 88 co-locations still suffer from QoS viola-
tion by 1.6x on average (up to 5.2x in the worst case).

The reason priority-based scheduling polices are not ca-
pable to guarantee the QoS of user-facing applications (high
priority) is that they are not aware of the duration of tasks.
Whenever a user-facing application is not submitting kernels
to GPU due to stalls such as CPU synchronization, kernels
of throughput-oriented applications may take over the GPU
resource with long duration and high occupancy. Because
emerging accelerators (e.g., GPU) are non-preemptive, even
if a user-facing kernel becomes ready right after the submis-
sion of the long throughput-oriented kernel, the user-facing
kernel would not be executed until the previous kernel com-
pletes. In this case, long queuing delay is added to the user-
facing kernel, risking QoS violations.

Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 2(c), the end-to-end la-
tency of user-facing queries in some other co-locations is
much smaller than the acceptable QoS target while the GPU
utilization is low. Always prioritizing user-facing kernels
even if the latency is much smaller than the QoS target
wastes the opportunity to improve the utilization. If the ker-
nels are scheduled properly, the QoS headroom can be lever-
aged for higher utilization.

2.3 Root Causes of Long Tail Latency
In order to show the root causes of long tail latency on non-
preemptive accelerators, Figure 3 presents two task execu-
tion timelines captured with nvprof [30] when co-locating
face (user-facing) and four compute intensive application
hw, stemmer (user-facing) and four PCI-e intensive applica-
tion pf (details on benchmarks are shown in Table 3). Note
that the overlapping of green bars in Figure 3(a) is not ker-
nel preemption, but concurrent kernel execution when using
MPS. From the figure we observe that four factors may im-
pact the tail latency of a user-facing application when it is
co-located with other applications.

The duration and occupancy of kernels - If the occu-
pancy of a kernel is high, MPS is not able to overlap the
kernel with its neighbor kernels to boost concurrent kernel
execution. In this case, if the duration of throughput-oriented
kernels is long, the execution of user-facing kernels will be
delayed significantly.
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Figure 2: QoS violation of user-facing applications and low GPU utilization at co-locations with default MPS scheduling
policy and priority-based scheduling policy.

Figure 3: Kernel execution timeline on GPU and data trans-
fer timeline between host memory and accelerator memory.

The kernel scheduling order - Accelerators, such as
GPUs, schedule kernels in the same order as they arrived
(even if neighbor kernels can run concurrently when the
kernel occupancy is small). If the co-located throughput-
oriented applications submit kernels frequently, the user-
facing application will be delayed by a large amount of
throughput-oriented kernels.

The number of kernels in a user-facing query - The
more kernels a user-facing query has, the longer its tail
latency could be, because every kernel in the user-facing
query can be delayed by throughput-oriented kernels. For
example, as shown in Figure 3(a), every kernel of face is
delayed by at least two kernels of hw.

The contention on PCI-e bandwidth - If throughput-
oriented applications consume high PCI-e bandwidth, user-

facing applications may suffer from slow data transfer due to
the contention on PCI-e bandwidth. For example, as shown
in Figure 3(b), the memcpy task of stemmer is severely
slowed down to more than 1000 milliseconds from only 15
milliseconds when it is running alone. This slow down in
turn results in long tail latency.

2.4 Design Guidelines of Baymax
Based on the identified root causes of long tail latency, to
improve the utilization of non-preemptive accelerator while
guaranteeing the QoS of user-facing applications, we design
and implement Baymax following four guidelines.

• Baymax should be able to predict the duration of each
kernel and memcpy task. In this case, Baymax can quan-
tify the impact of each task on the end-to-end latency of
user-facing applications.

• Baymax should be able to re-order all the kernels issued
to the same accelerator, no matter how they are submitted
by the co-located applications.

• For a user-facing query, Baymax should be able to limit
the overall time delayed by the co-located applications
regardless of the number of kernels in the query.

• Baymax should be able to monitor realtime data transfer
pressure on PCI-e bus and mitigate PCI-e bandwidth
contention.
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Figure 4: Design of Baymax.

3. Baymax Methodology
Figure 4 presents the design overview of Baymax. Limited
by the existing GPU design, there is no open interface to
schedule tasks that are already launched to the GPU. We
therefore design a mechanism to re-order tasks on the CPU
side. If such interface is provided in the future, Baymax can
be implemented directly on accelerators. The re-ordering de-
cision is based on the QoS target of user-facing applications
and the predicted duration of each task.

In Baymax, all the tasks submitted to the accelerator are
first pushed into a ready task pool managed by Baymax on
the CPU side. This is achieved by simple automatic instru-
mentation of the original task submission code. The task
submission rerouting APIs can be provided to programmers
to submit tasks through Baymax. When a task is pushed into
the ready task pool, the task duration predictor first predicts
its duration leveraging regression models (Section 4).

The task re-ordering engine periodically iterates over all
the tasks in the ready task pool and decides whether each
task can be launched to GPU. If the task is a kernel and its
predicted duration is larger than the realtime QoS headroom
of any active user-facing query, the kernel will stay in the
ready task pool. Otherwise, the kernel is launched to GPU
(Section 5). On the other hand, if the task is a memcpy
task, the engine decides whether to launch the task based
on realtime data transfer pressure on PCI-e bus (Section 6).

Baymax incorporates a feedback mechanism to update
the duration models used by the task duration predictor.
Once a task completes, the actual duration of the task is fed
back to the duration predictor to update its duration model.

4. Task Duration Modeling
In this section, we present the modeling methodology used
to predict the duration of GPU tasks.

4.1 Task Duration Predictor
Baymax builds duration models for three types of GPU
tasks: memcpy, native kernel, and library call. Native ker-
nels are the kernels defined by programmers. Besides writing
their own native kernels, an application can also call APIs
defined in highly-optimized GPU libraries (e.g., cuDNN [31]
and cuBLAS [32]). For the three types of GPU tasks, Fig-
ure 5 shows the methodology to predict their duration.

GPU 
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Figure 5: Predict the duration of GPU tasks (memcpy, native
kernel, and library call).

When a task is submitted to Baymax, the duration predic-
tor identifies the type of the task, extracts the representative
features, and selects pre-trained duration model according to
the name of the GPU task (function name for native kernels
and API name for library calls). Once the duration model is
found, Baymax predicts the duration of the task using the
extracted features and the model, and attaches the predicted
duration to the task. After that, the task is pushed into the
ready task pool waiting for launching to GPU.

4.2 Selecting Representative Features
It is challenging to predict the duration of GPU tasks because
there is very limited information we can obtain at runtime.
Although nvprof [30] provides comprehensive performance
metrics after measuring the entire task execution, no perfor-
mance information can be accessed before the task is exe-
cuted. It is not applicable to rely on these metrics to predict
the duration of GPU tasks.

Table 1: Features selected for different types of tasks.

Task Type Features Dimension

Memcpy
Data size 1

Data transfer direction 1
Data storage (pageable/pinned [33]) 1

Native kernel
Input data size 1

Grid size (X ⇥ Y ⇥ Z) 3
Block size (X ⇥ Y ⇥ Z) 3

Size of required shared memory 1
Library call All the parameters /

The only information we can obtain before a GPU task
is executed includes its configurations (e.g., grid size, block
size etc.) and the parameters passed to the task. We further
select the information that strongly impact a task’s duration
on GPU (e.g., input scale and task configurations) as rep-
resentative features. Empirically, to capture the correlation
between features of a GPU task and its duration, as listed
in Table 1, we select different features for different types of
GPU tasks.

For a memcpy task, we select data size, data transfer
direction and data storage type as its representative features.
Data to be transferred from/to GPU can be stored in either
pageable memory or pinned memory [33]. It is much faster
(around 4x faster) to transfer data from pinned memory
compared with pageable memory while more time is needed
to initialize pinned memory when it is allocated.
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For a native kernel, we use kernel configuration and input
data size as the features. The grid size and the block size
determine the scale of thread level parallelism on GPU and
the GPU occupancy of the kernel, which significantly affect
its duration; the size of required shared memory (both static
shared memory and dynamic shared memory) reflects the
efficiency of the kernel leveraging the memory hierarchy on
GPU. We train different duration models for native kernels
executing different functions, because they often have totally
different characteristics.

A library call may consist of multiple kernels, while the
actual kernels and their configurations are hidden behind
the API. Therefore, we treat all the kernels in a library
call as a whole, and use all the parameters of the API as
its representative features. For several widely used libraries
(i.e., cuBLAS and cuDNN), we only need to train models
for them once and use the models in all applications.

Besides fine-grained GPU tasks, the duration predictor
also predicts the solo-run duration of each user-facing query
when the query is first launched. For a user-facing query, we
select its input data size as its representative feature.

4.3 Low Overhead Prediction Models
The QoS target of a user-facing query is in the granularity
of hundreds of milliseconds to support smooth user interac-
tion [15, 25]. Therefore, choosing the modeling techniques
with low computation complexity and high prediction accu-
racy for the online duration predictor becomes critical.

We evaluated a spectrum of widely used prediction mod-
els (e.g., Linear Regression (LR) [34], Approximate Nearest
Neighbor (ANN) [35], K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [36] and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [37]) to predict task du-
ration and eventually selected LR and KNN for their high
accuracy and low overhead. While LR assumes the linear re-
lationship between input and output variables, KNN regres-
sion holds no such assumption. Therefore using both LR and
KNN allows us to achieve accurate prediction for both linear
and non-linear relations. Other evaluated models either re-
quire longer calculation time with no accuracy improvement
(e.g., SVM), or cannot provide satisfactory accuracy (e.g.,
ANN). Both KNN and LR achieve low prediction overhead.
According to our measurement on real hardware, the dura-
tion prediction overhead with KNN model and LR model in
Baymax is under 0.05 millisecond.

Suppose a task has p representative features. Let X
i

rep-
resent an input sample with p features (x1, x2, ..., xp

), and n

represent the total number of input samples (i = 1, 2, ..., n).
The linear regression model is defined as Equation 1, and the
Euclidean distance for KNN model between sample X

i

and
X

l

(l = 1, 2, ..., n) is defined as Equation 2. In our case, the
input is the task features and the output is the predicted task
duration. The primary computation of KNN is to calculate
the Euclidean distance between the predicting and training
samples, which can be accelerated with different tree search-
ing algorithms such as K-D tree and ball tree. We pick the
most efficient KNN searching algorithm when training pre-

diction model according to the number of samples and the
number of features in every sample.

y
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4.4 Minimizing Prediction Error
To achieve high prediction accuracy, we apply both KNN
and LR to each task in both user-facing and throughput-
oriented applications, and choose the model that fits the
data most to predict the task duration at runtime. As shown
in Section 7.2, LR model and KNN model achieve dif-
ferent prediction accuracy for user-facing applications and
throughput-oriented applications respectively. Since the du-
ration models are trained offline with the profiled perfor-
mance samples from the workloads, more sample data is
usually effective to improve the accuracy of the duration
models. Especially, in WSCs, the workloads become stable
after certain time scale and the models become more accu-
rate with periodical updates. Moreover, the duration predic-
tor detects the prediction deviation at runtime. If the devia-
tion exceeds a certain threshold, incremental update [38] and
parallel update [39] can be applied during runtime with low
overhead to refine the duration models, which continuously
improves the accuracy of the duration prediction.

5. Task Re-ordering Mechanism
In this section, we describe the mechanism used to re-order
native kernels and library calls in Baymax. For ease of de-
scription, a kernel can be either a native kernel or a library
call in this section.

5.1 Breaking Down the End-to-End Latency
It is important to understand the end-to-end latency break-
down of a user-facing query when it is co-located with other
applications before diving into the task re-ordering policy.
We first assume the co-located applications do not contend
for PCI-e bandwidth (to be mitigated in Section 6).

Figure 6 presents the end-to-end latency breakdown of a
user-facing query Q when it is co-located with other appli-
cations. The end-to-end latency of a query is the time from
the first kernel of the query is issued to the last kernel of the
query is returned. As shown in the figure, Q’s end-to-end la-
tency is composed of three parts. The first part is the process-
ing time of the queued kernels (black kernels in Figure 6)
that are issued before k1 gets executed (denoted by T

q

). The
second part is the processing time of Q’s own kernels (de-
noted T

self

). The last part is the processing time of the ker-
nels (line-filled and white kernels) from the co-located ap-
plications between k1 and k

n

(denoted by T

other

).

5.2 Re-ordering Native Kernels and Library Calls
Let T

tgt

represent the QoS target of query Q. Only if T
self

+
T

q

+ T

other

 T

tgt

, Q’s QoS is satisfied. In the equation,
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T

self

is predicted according to the prediction model pro-
posed in Section 4. In this case, to guarantee Q’s QoS, the
task re-ordering engine in Baymax monitors T

q

and reduces
T

other

as follows.

5.2.1 Monitoring Queued Time
To estimate the queuing delay a user-facing query will expe-
rience, T

q

, Baymax sums up the predicted duration of all the
kernels that are already issued to GPU by our re-ordering
engine but are not yet executed (still waiting in the GPU
queue). Specifically, once a kernel is issued to GPU, we
add its predicted duration to T

q

, the duration of all the un-
executed kernels on GPU. Once a kernel completes, we sub-
tract its predicted duration from T

q

.
To eliminate the situation that a user-facing query is sig-

nificantly delayed by the queued-up kernels on GPU, even
if no active user-facing query is running on the GPU, Bay-
max makes sure that T

q

is smaller than the QoS target T
tgt

.
If T

q

> T

tgt

, Baymax would not issue any kernel to GPU
until some kernels complete. This method would not reduce
the GPU utilization because the kernel will be queued up on
GPU even if it is issued to GPU.

5.2.2 Calculating QoS Headroom
As discussed above, T

self

and T

q

are known and cannot be
reduced when Q is launched. In this case, to guarantee Q’s
QoS, Baymax makes sure that T

other

 T

tgt

� T

self

� T

q

.
We use T

hr

to represent the free GPU time left for kernels
from the co-located applications during the execution of Q
(referred as QoS headroom). When the first kernel of Q is
launched, T

hr

= T

tgt

� T

self

� T

q

.
Based on T

hr

, the task re-ordering engine periodically
iterates over the ready task pool to check whether each
kernel can be safely issued to GPU without causing any QoS
violation. Suppose the predicted duration of a kernel is t. If
t is larger than T

hr

, the kernel is delayed until Q completes.
On the other hand, if t is smaller than T

hr

, the kernel is
launched to GPU, and at the same time, T

hr

is reduced by t.

5.2.3 Dealing with Multiple Active User-facing Queries
When multiple user-facing queries are active, more com-
plexity is introduced when calculating the headroom of each
user-facing query. Figure 6 describes the method to calculate
T

hr

of query Q when multiple user-facing queries are active.
As shown in the figure, if query Q

i

is still active when the

first kernel of query Q is launched, the un-executed kernels
of Q

i

have to be completed before T

d

so that the QoS of Q
i

is satisfied. In this case, when we calculate T

hr

for Q, the
GPU time reserved by the un-executed kernels of Q

i

need
to be subtracted from T

tgt

as well. Therefore, we monitor
the GPU time each active query still needs to complete the
whole query. For Q

i

in Figure 6, we estimate Q
i

’s remaining
GPU time by subtracting the time of its completed kernels
from its estimated overall GPU time (T

self

of Q
i

).
Suppose there are n active user-facing queries when Q is

launched. Let t1, ..., t
n

represent the remaining GPU time
required by the n active user-facing queries respectively.
Equation 3 calculates Q’s QoS headroom when it is issued.

T

hr

= T

tgt

� T

q

� T

self

�
nX

i=1

t

i

(3)

When multiple queries are active, if the predicted dura-
tion of a kernel (denoted by t) is larger than the QoS head-
room of any active query, the kernel will be delayed. Other-
wise, the kernel is launched and the QoS headroom of each
user-facing query is reduced by t.

It is worth noting that Baymax would not result in starva-
tion of any user-facing query even if multiple queries are ac-
tive concurrently. User-facing kernels are issued in an FIFO
order and a throughput-oriented kernel can be issued only
when it will not result in QoS violation of any active user-
facing query.

5.3 Utilizing Concurrent Kernel Execution
In Section 5.2, we assume that a GPU is not able to concur-
rently execute multiple kernels. Actually, leveraging emerg-
ing MPS technique [26], a GPU is able to execute multiple
independent kernels that have low occupancy concurrently.

When concurrent kernel execution happens, T
hr

calcu-
lated in Equation 3 is smaller than the real GPU time avail-
able for the co-located applications. In this case, the GPU
utilization is not maximized because there is actually more
GPU time can be used to process throughput-oriented ap-
plications while guaranteeing the QoS of all the active user-
facing queries.

To further increase GPU utilization when MPS is enabled,
as shown in Figure 7, when kernel k

i

of Q is submitted to the
ready task pool, Baymax updates the QoS headroom of Q.
In this way, the time saved from previous concurrent kernel
execution can be refilled to the QoS headroom for executing
throughput-oriented applications. Based on Equation 3, the
QoS headroom of Q when it submits k

i

can be calculated in
Equation 4.

T

hr

= (T
tgt

�T

used

)�T

q

� (T
self

�
iX

j=1

T

j

)�
nX

i=1

t

i

(4)

In the equation, T
j

is the processing time of kernel k
j

,
T

self

�
P

i

j=1 Tj

is the remain GPU time reserved by Q

itself, T
used

is the time from the beginning of Q to k

i

is
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Figure 7: Updating QoS headroom of Q when it submits k
i

,
if concurrent kernel execution is enabled.

submitted, T
q

is the realtime queuing time, t
i

is the remain-
ing GPU time required by the active user-facing queries
launched before Q as calculated and defined in Section 5.2.3.

In summary, the QoS headroom of a user-facing query
will be updated when a kernel of the co-located applications
is launched to GPU and when a new kernel of the query is
submitted to the ready task pool.

6. Mitigating PCI-e Bandwidth Contention
Even if the native kernels/library calls are re-ordered as pre-
sented in Section 5, without considering PCI-e bandwidth
contention, user-facing applications may still suffer from se-
vere QoS violation. In this section, we analyze the impact of
PCI-e bandwidth contention on CPU-accelerator data trans-
fer rate per memcpy task and mitigate the contention for
achieving QoS of user-facing applications.

6.1 Characterizing PCI-e Bandwidth Contention
Figure 8 reports the data transfer rate of a user-facing appli-
cation stemmer when it is co-located with several applica-
tions that transfer data in the same direction. Data transfers
in different directions do not interfere with each other, be-
cause PCI-e bus supports full-duplex communication. In the
figure, the legends show the data transfer direction. For ex-
ample, “HtoD pageable pinned” means stemmer transfers
data from pageable memory to GPU, while the co-located
applications transfer data from pinned memory to GPU.
From the experiment, we have two main observations.

Observation 1: Transferring data from and to pageable
memory degrades the performance of its co-located memcpy
tasks only when more than three memcpy tasks are running
concurrently (“* * pageable” in Figure 8). As shown in the
figure, when stemmer uses pageable memory and transfers
data through PCI-e bus alone, the achieved data transfer
rate is 3,150MB/s. Because the theoretical peak bandwidth
of 16x PCI-e 3.0 bus used in our platform is 15,800MB/s
and the effective bandwidth is 12,160MB/s [40], the bus can
only support b 12160

3150 c = 3 memcpy tasks to transfer data in
their full speeds in the same direction. We generalize this
observation in Section 6.2.

Observation 2: A single memcpy task that transfers data
from/to pinned memory would severely degrade the perfor-
mance of its co-located memcpy tasks (“* * pinned” in Fig-
ure 8). As shown in the figure, transferring data from/to
pinned memory requires up to 11,883MB/s PCI-e band-

Figure 8: Data transfer rate of stemmer when it is co-located
with applications that transfer data in the same direction.

width, which saturates the whole PCI-e bus. In this case, all
the other memcpy tasks will be queued up and have to wait
for its completion.

6.2 Managing Memcpy Tasks
Baymax mitigates QoS violations due to PCI-e bandwidth
contention by reducing the number of concurrent memcpy
tasks and considering data transferring delay when calculat-
ing QoS headroom for active user-facing queries.

Let BW

peak

represent the effective PCI-e bandwidth,
BW

memcpy

represent the peak data transfer rate from/to
pageable memory per memcpy task. According to our obser-
vation 1, to make sure that memcpy tasks of user-facing ap-
plications can always transfer data in full speed, Equation 5
calculates the number of active throughput-oriented mem-
cpy tasks N

tr

that Baymax should allow in each direction.
For our platform N

tr

is two.

N

tr

= bBW

peak

/BW

memcpy

c � 1 (5)

Baymax periodically iterates over the ready task pool to
check whether each memcpy task can safely start to trans-
fer data. If the memcpy task is from a throughput-oriented
application and there are already N

tr

active memcpy tasks,
the task is delayed until one memcpy task completes. If the
memcpy task is from a user-facing query, it is directly issued
to GPU to minimize queuing delay.

According to the second observation, if a memcpy task
mc uses pinned memory, it may severely delay the data
transfer of user-facing queries. Let t represent the predicted
duration of mc. If t is larger than the QoS headroom of any
active user-facing query, mc will not be launched. Otherwise,
mc can start to transfer data, but to avoid QoS violation
due to the possible queuing delay caused by mc, the QoS
headroom of every active user-facing query is reduced by t.
This method would not degrade the accelerator utilization. If
mc does not cause severe queuing delay, the QoS headroom
of each active user-facing query will be refilled when a new
task is launched as described in Section 5.3.

7. Evaluation
7.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate Baymax using Nvidia GPU K40. Note that Bay-
max does not rely on any special hardware features or char-
acteristics of K40 and treats it as a generic non-preemptive
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accelerator. The detailed setups are summarized in Table 2.
MPS [26] is enabled to allow concurrent kernel execution
on GPU. As listed in Table 3, We use Tonic suite [24] in
DjiNN and Sirius suite [11] in Sirius as the user-facing
applications; use eight most compute intensive and three
most PCI-e intensive applications from Rodinia [41] as
throughput-oriented applications. In order to evaluate the
impact of memcpy tasks using both pageable memory and
pinned memory, we configure hs to use pageable memory,
pf and nw to use pinned memory. To construct the training
and testing data sets for our prediction models, we collect a
large amount of samples, and randomly choose 90% of the
samples to train the model and use the rest to test. For KNN
model, we choose the number of nearest neighbors to be 5
(K = 5).

Table 2: Hardware and software specifications.

Specifications

Hardware CPU Intel Xeon E5-2620 @ 2.10GHz
Nvidia GPU Tesla K40

Software CentOS 6.6 x86 64 with kernel 2.6.32-504
CUDA Driver 340.29, CUDA SDK 6.5, CUDA MPS

Table 3: Benchmarks used in the experiment.

Benchmark Suite Workloads
Sirius suite in Sirius [11] asr, gmm, stemmer
Tonic suite in DjiNN [24] dig, face, imc, ner, pos

Rodinia [41]

heartwall (hw), lavaMD (md), cfd
hybridsort (hsort), streamcluster (sc), srad,

leukocyte (lc), myocyte (mc),
hotspot (hs), nw, pathfinder (pf)

Throughout this section, the QoS is defined as the 99%-
ile latency, and the accelerator utilization is measured as the
ratio of throughput-oriented application execution time to
the whole co-location execution time. The prediction error
for the duration of task t (memcpy, native kernel or library
call) is calculated in Equation 6.

Err

t

=

���Duration

predicted

t

�Duration

measured

t

���
Duration

measured

t

(6)

7.2 Task Duration Prediction
In this section, we first evaluate the accuracy of the task
duration predictor in Baymax. The representative features
for different types of tasks are listed in Table 1.

7.2.1 Prediction for Memcpy
In order to build duration models for memcpy tasks, we
create a micro kernel to transfer data between main memory
and GPU global memory with arbitrary input sizes. The
range of data transfer size in our experiment reflects the
actual size of memcpy tasks cross all the benchmarks. As
shown in Figure 9(a), with the tested data size profiled from
all the benchmarks, LR model is able to accurately predict
the duration of memcpy across all workloads, which also in
accordance with existing literature. The average prediction

Figure 9: Prediction error for the duration of memcpy tasks
and library calls. In (a), the x-axis is the size of data to be
transferred (KB); In (b), the x-axis is the library calls. Bay-
max achieves 3.2% and 6.2% prediction errors on average
for memcpy and library call respectively.

Figure 10: Prediction error for the duration of Sirius, Tonic,
and native kernels in Rodinia. KNN model achieves 7.2%
prediction error for Rodinia; LR model achieves 5.8% pre-
diction error for Sirius suite and Tonic suite.

error is smaller than 3.2%, when the duration is longer than
two milliseconds. Thus, Baymax uses LR to predict the
duration of memcpy tasks.

7.2.2 Prediction for Library Call
Library calls take a large portion of GPU execution time
across emerging user-facing applications. All the library
APIs used in the benchmarks are listed in Table 4. These
library calls control which kernel to launch as well as the
launch configuration with detailed information hidden be-
hind the APIs.

Table 4: Frequently used library APIs.

Library API Name
cuBLAS [32] sgemm/dgemm

cuDNN [31] convolutionForward, addtensor4d
poolingForward, activationForward, softmaxForward

To build duration model for a library call, we analyze ev-
ery parameter to the library call according to its API def-
inition and extrapolates the size of the input based on the
number as well as the data type of the input parameters. Us-
ing the input size as the representative feature available at
runtime, the prediction fits well into linear regression model
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Figure 11: Normalized average latency, 99%-ile latency of user-facing queries, and accelerator utilization when user-
facing applications are co-located with compute-intensive throughput-oriented applications. Different from Baymax,
Baymax-NC does not consider concurrent kernel execution.

as shown in Figure 9(b), which is consistent with the find-
ings in prior work [31, 42]. Across all the 180 calls of the
library APIs in all the benchmarks, our models can precisely
predict the duration of library calls with the prediction er-
ror smaller than 6.2%, when the duration is longer than two
milliseconds.

If the duration of a library call or a memcpy task is shorter
than two milliseconds, even if its duration is not predicted
precisely, it will not affect the latency of the co-located
applications seriously.

7.2.3 Prediction for Native Kernel
The behaviors of native kernels are quite diverse across
benchmark suites. While Rodinia is composed of classic
HPC workloads that exhibit high thread level divergence on
GPU, workloads in Sirius and Tonic are speech recognition,
nature language processing and DNN computation that rely
on large matrix multiplication with almost no divergence.
To build duration models for native kernels, we collect per-
formance samples, including features and duration, using
nvprof [30]. Note that most of the workloads in Rodinia con-
tain iterative kernel invocations in their implementations and
we treat each kernel invocation as an individual sample. To
provide rigid validation, we use different samples to train
model and to evaluate prediction accuracy.

As shown in Figure 10, no single regression model fits
both user-facing and throughput-oriented applications per-
fectly. In general, KNN works better than LR for Rodinia
since in some cases (e.g., hs and md) the prediction of LR
goes extremely wrong. This observation reveals that the du-

ration of a kernel and its inputs do not always have a linear
relationship. Whereas for Tonic suite and Sirius suite, the
computation is more regular and predictable, LR has more
advantage over KNN with a constrained sample dataset. The
average prediction error of KNN for the kernels in Rodinia
is 7.2% on average, and the prediction error of LR for Sirius
suite and Tonic suite is 5.8% on average.

7.3 QoS and Throughput
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of Baymax
in increasing the accelerator utilization while satisfying the
QoS requirement of emerging user-facing applications.

Figure 11 presents the average latency, 99%-ile latency
of user-facing queries, and the improved accelerator uti-
lization when user-facing applications are co-located with
throughput-oriented applications. In the figure, “Baymax”
updates the QoS headroom of each user-facing query when a
new kernel is issued to squeeze the extra QoS headroom ben-
efited from concurrent kernel execution as presented in Sec-
tion 5.3. “Baymax-NC”, on the contrary, does not squeeze
the extra QoS headroom.

Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) show that both Baymax-
NC and Baymax are able to effectively satisfy the QoS
for user-facing applications under different pair-wise co-
locations. On the contrary, default MPS scheduling [26] and
priority-based scheduling [28, 29] cannot satisfy the QoS
for user-facing applications as presented in Figure 2 in Sec-
tion 2. With MPS scheduling and priority-based scheduling,
the 99%-ile latency of user-facing queries is up to 195.9x
and 5.2x of the QoS target, respectively.
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Figure 12: Normalized average latency, 99%-ile latency of
user-facing queries, and accelerator utilization when user-
facing applications are co-located with PCI-e intensive
throughput-oriented applications. Different from Baymax,
Baymax-NP does not mitigate PCI-e bandwidth contention.

Figure 11(a) and (b) also show that the average la-
tency and 99%-ile latency of user-facing queries in Bay-
max is higher than in Baymax-NC. This is because Bay-
max squeezes more QoS headroom to trade off higher GPU
utilization. As shown in the Figure 11(c), Baymax-NC in-
creases the accelerator utilization by 70.8% on average, and
Baymax further increases the average accelerator utilization
by 11.4%. The reason of utilization increasing is that Bay-
max can utilize the saved GPU time from concurrent kernel
execution to execute more throughput-oriented kernels.

Observed from Figure 11, for some co-location pairs
(e.g., dig+hsort and ner+hw), the accelerator utilization is
not increased using Baymax compared to Baymax-NC. This
is because the kernels of these throughput-oriented applica-
tions have large GPU occupancy. In this case, MPS does not
have chance to execute multiple kernels concurrently and
Baymax cannot squeeze extra GPU time for throughput-
oriented applications.

7.4 Mitigating PCI-e Bandwidth Contention
As presented in Section 6, Baymax also mitigates PCI-e
bandwidth contention for achieving QoS of user-facing ap-
plications. Figure 12 shows the average latency and 99%-ile
latency of user-facing queries when they are co-located with
PCI-e intensive throughput-oriented applications. As shown
in the figure, the QoS requirement of user-facing queries
cannot be satisfied if PCI-e bandwidth contention is not mit-
igated (shown as “Baymax-NP” in Figure 12). As shown in
the figure, user-facing queries still suffer from up to 5.1x
QoS violation in Baymax-NP.

Even if a user-facing application is not PCI-e intensive,
its occasional data transfer can be severely delayed by mem-

Figure 13: Normalized average latency, 99%-ile latency of
user-facing queries, and accelerator utilization when each
user-facing application is co-located with all the throughput-
oriented applications.

cpy tasks from throughput-oriented applications. For exam-
ple, while less than 10% of GPU time is spent on PCI-e data
transfer for imc and face, they still suffer from severe QoS
violation due to the unmanaged and unpredicted PCI-e band-
width contention in Baymax-NP.

Figure 12(c) shows that the accelerator utilization in
Baymax and Baymax-NP are similar for most of the co-
locations. This is mainly because existing emerging user-
facing applications do not transfer data between CPU and
GPU frequently, and the duration of their memcpy tasks is
often less than 10 milliseconds (Figure 9). In this case, the
memcpy tasks in throughput-oriented applications will not
be delayed seriously and the accelerator utilization is not re-
duced seriously in Baymax compared with in Baymax-NP.

7.5 Beyond Pair-wise Co-locations
To evaluate the robustness of Baymax in dealing with more
complex co-location scenarios, we pick all the Rodinia
benchmarks in Table 3 to form a mixture of throughput-
oriented applications, and co-locate them all with the user-
facing applications from both Sirius suite and Tonic suite.

We report the normalized average latency and 99%-ile la-
tency of user-facing queries, and accelerator utilization in
this scenario in Figure 13. As shown in the figure, Baymax
is robust enough to increase the accelerator utilization while
guaranteeing the QoS of user-facing applications. The aver-
age latency and 99%-ile latency of user-facing applications
with Baymax and Baymax-NC are always within the QoS
target as shown in Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b). On the
contrary, Baymax-NP cannot satisfy the QoS of user-facing
application (up to 1.6x QoS violation in terms of 99%-ile
latency) due to the unawareness of PCI-e bandwidth con-
tention. Compared with Baymax-NP, Baymax can achieve
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similar utilization improvement while satisfying the QoS of
all the user-facing applications. Compared with Baymax-
NC, Baymax can further increase the average accelerator uti-
lization from 81.2% to 87.4% as shown in Figure 13(c).

7.6 Applying Baymax in a WSC
In this section, instead of evaluating Baymax on a single
GPU, we conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness
of Baymax in a GPU-outfitted datacenter scenario. In the
experiment, we model a datacenter composed of 800 Nvidia
K40 GPUs, 100 GPUs for each type of user-facing applica-
tions in Sirius suite and Tonic suite. The throughput-oriented
workloads are composed of 8000 instances (10 instances as-
signed to each GPU) evenly selected from Rodinia shown
in Table 3. In the experiment, we use pair-wise co-locations,
and randomly select throughput-oriented applications to co-
locate with each user-facing application.

Figure 14 shows the percentage of co-locations that suffer
from QoS violation under different scheduling policies. The
first three bars present QoS violation when co-located appli-
cations on each GPU are scheduled using the default MPS
scheduling policy, priority-based scheduling policy and Bay-
max, respectively. As shown here, 55% of the user-facing
applications suffer from severe QoS violations(>40% degra-
dation) with MPS scheduling, and 37.5% with priority-based
scheduling. On the contrary, Baymax is able to maintain the
QoS of user-facing applications for most co-locations. Less
than 5% of user-facing applications suffer from insignificant
QoS violations (less than 2% degradation) with Baymax.
In addition to randomly mapping jobs at the cluster level
to each GPU (the first three bars), we also present data for
Baymax when the cluster-level job mapping is done using
Hungarian algorithm [43]. When the accelerator utilization
for each co-location pair with Baymax is known through
profiling, Hungarian algorithm, a combinatorial optimiza-
tion algorithm can be used at the cluster level to select the
best mapping of applications to the GPUs that achieve the
highest utilization (Denoted by “Baymax+Hungarian”). In
other words, this presents the best case utilization Baymax
can achieve. As shown here, Baymax+Hungarian also only
incur negligible QoS violation.

Figure 15 presents the accelerator utilization of GPUs
when the co-located applications are scheduled with MPS
scheduling, priority-based scheduling, and Baymax. As
shown in the figure, Baymax significantly improves accel-
erator utilization by selecting appropriate co-locations and
scheduling tasks appropriately. On average, Baymax is able
to achieve 79.9% accelerator utilization improvement at the
WSC level. If Hungarian algorithm is applied to choose
co-location pairs at WSC level and Baymax is applied to
schedule tasks on the same GPU, the average accelerator
utilization is further increased to 91.3%.

Figures 14 and 15 show that Baymax is effective at signif-
icantly improving accelerator utilization while guaranteeing
the QoS of user-facing applications at the WSC level. On the
contrary, default MPS scheduling policy and priority-based

Figure 14: Percentage of QoS violation in all scheduled co-
locations when using MPS scheduling policy, priority-based
scheduling policy, and Baymax.

Figure 15: Percentage of accelerator utilization of each
GPU at different levels when using MPS scheduling policy,
priority-based scheduling policy, and Baymax.

scheduling policy result in severe QoS violation and low uti-
lization.

8. Related Work and Limitations
In this section, we discuss the state-of-the-art techniques and
their limitations.

8.1 Improving CPU Utilization
There has been a large amount of prior work focusing on
improving application QoS and hardware utilization [18,
20, 21, 23, 46]. Recently, techniques have been proposed
to improve CPU utilization while guaranteeing the QoS re-
quirement of high priority user-facing applications. Bubble-
Up [18] and Bubble-Flux [20] identify “safe” co-locations
that bound performance degradation while improving chip
multiprocessor utilization. SMiTe [23] further extends Bubble-
Up and Bubble-Flux to predict performance interference be-
tween applications on simultaneous multithreading (SMT)
processors. However, all these interference prediction tech-
niques do not apply to non-preemptive accelerators.

Some other prior scheduling infrastructures, such as
Loadleveler [44] and Maui [47], attempt to increase the hard-
ware utilization by allocating jobs to servers using backfill-
ing scheduling algorithm [48]. These infrastructures require
users to provide resource requirement of every job. More-
over, as these techniques overlook the interference between
co-located jobs, for example, PCI-e bandwidth contention
is not considered, they are not able to guarantee the QoS of
user-facing applications on accelerators.
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Table 5: Comparison between Baymax and prior work

Loadleveler [44] GPUSync [29] Bubble-Flux [20] GPU-EvR [45] SMiTe [23] Quasar [21] TimeGraph [28] Baymax
QoS awareness 3 3 3 3 3
Improved utilization 3 3 3 3 3
Work on accelerator 3 3 3 3
Commodity HW/driver 3 3 3 3 3 3
Mitigated PCI-e contention 3
No user-provided info. 3 3 3 3
Concurrent kernel exec. 3 3
Adaptive 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

In addition to backfilling scheduling policy, rate mono-
tonic scheduling algorithm [49, 50] and its variations [51,
52] are proposed to schedule periodical tasks with different
priorities in embedded systems. In rate monotonic schedul-
ing, shorter tasks are given higher priorities to be sched-
uled earlier. These scheduling algorithms assume that the
inter-arrival rate of every task is fixed and the duration of
every task is known before scheduling. However, in real
world datacenters, the duration of user-facing queries and
the inter-arrival rate of queries may vary significantly at run-
time, therefore these scheduling algorithms do not apply to
those real-world datacenter scenarios.

8.2 Scheduling on Accelerator
Realtime scheduling on accelerator is another research di-
rection related to Baymax. Prior work [28, 29, 53, 54] has
proposed techniques to improve the performance of tradi-
tional realtime GPU tasks (e.g., frames per second for video
processing) when they are co-located with other GPU tasks.
TimeGraph [28] and GPUSync [29] use priority-based poli-
cies to manage kernel execution on GPUs. High priority ker-
nels are executed first if multiple kernels are launched to
the same GPU. GPU-EvR [45] maps concurrent applications
to different streaming multiprocessors (SMs) on the same
GPU. These techniques assign a fix proportion of GPU time
to high priority tasks but cannot guarantee that the realtime
tasks do not violate the QoS requirement [45]. In addition,
these techniques rely on users to provide task arrival rate,
length of time window and the expected GPU time for each
type of GPU tasks. Such information is often unavailable
in real datacenter environment. In addition, these techniques
focus on increasing throughput for high priority tasks, over-
looking the long tail latency problem, which is more critical
for user-facing applications.

At the hardware level, GPU thread preemption [55, 56] is
also proposed to intelligently schedule threads for improved
hardware utilization. Tanasic et al. [57] proposed a technique
that improves performance of high priority processes by
enabling preemptive scheduling on GPUs. The proposed
technique requires vendors to add extra hardware extensions
and does not work on commodity accelerators. Aguilera
et al. [54] proposed a technique to guarantee QoS of high
priority tasks by spatially allocating them more SMs on a
GPU. This work assumes that programmers can decide how
to allocate SMs to the co-located applications. However,

commodity GPUs do not support allocating a set of SMs to
a specific application.

Other techniques improve application performance on
GPUs through addressing the problems of data transfer [58,
59], thread divergence [60], data placement [61], synchro-
nization overhead [62] and configuration tuning [63, 64].
GPU resource sharing has been studied at both system [65,
66] and architecture levels [67, 68] to address the resource
contention and performance interference. Table 5 compares
our proposed technique, Baymax, with prior utilization im-
proving techniques and GPU scheduling techniques.

9. Conclusion
Baymax improves the hardware utilization in WSCs while
guaranteeing the QoS requirement of user-facing applica-
tions on the non-preemptive accelerator. To achieve the
above purpose, Baymax enables precise kernel duration pre-
diction, QoS aware kernel re-ordering, and PCI-e bandwidth
contention aware data transfer management. Through eval-
uating Baymax with emerging user-facing workloads, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of Baymax in eliminating QoS
violation due to kernel interference and PCI-e bandwidth
contention. We achieve up to 91.3% utilization improvement
on average for pair-wise co-locations at the WSC level. Be-
yond the pair-wise co-locations, Baymax can improve the
accelerator utilization by 87.4% without violating the QoS
of 99%-ile latency for user-facing applications.
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